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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to apply the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
model in selecting a" investment. The selection process takes into account the follow- 
ing factors: the investors' characteristics, the investments' characteristics and the 
investment alternatives. The set of investors' characteristics consists of: wealth, 
experience, age and the concept of utility functions. When we speak of the investments' 
characteristics we are referring to such items as: liquidity, taxability, minimum re- 
quirement, transaction cost and yield or rate of return. The other set of character- 
istics are the investment alternatives which include: the Money Market Fund, Govern- 
ment and Municipal Bond Fund, Balanced Fund, Corporate Bond Fund, Blue Chip Stock Fund. 
In terms of the AIIP method, this study does indicate that AHP can add a new perspective 
to the analysis of portfolio selection and certainly provides researchers a" alterna- 
tive mechanism to the expected utility maximization approach. 
Keywords. Analytical Hierarchy Process @HP); portfolio analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Analytical Hierarchy Process, developed by 
Thomas Saaty (Saacy, 1977) is a technique for 
organizing the information and judgements used in 
making complex decisions. Saaty's premise is corn- 
plex decisions consist of a" intricate network of 
factors. When taken as a whole, the ultimate re- 
lationships between the factors cannot be readily 
identified. The AHP provides a decision frame- 
work which enables one to logically dlsect a 
decision into its less complex component parts, 
arrange these parts into a hierarchic order, quan- 
tify subjective judgement tradeoffs and synthesize 
the judgements to determine the best decision. 
The AHP model works on the three basic principles 
of logical analysis: the principle of constructing 
hierarchies. the principle of establishing prior- 
ities and the principle of logical consistency 
(Saaty, 1980). Structuring the hierarchies is 
breaking down the problem to it separate elements 
and Levels. Priorities are based on pairwise com- 
parisons which create a rank of the elements in 
order of importance. A mathematical test is used 
to ensure consistency of grouping and ranking. 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The Construction of the Hierarchy 
The approach to structuring the hierarchy depends 
on the kind of decision to be made. structuring 
the hierarchy pyramid can be considered defining 
the situation, ie. enumerating the relevant de- 
tails or elements that should enter into the 
decision outcome. The elements are then grouped 
I" levels. The highest level includes the over- 
all objective. The lowest Level includes final 
actions or alternative plans. The intermediate 
level(s) contains factors for evaluation against 
the overall objective, other Level elements, and 
the outcomes. The intermediate level elements are 
then grouped by importance and put into homogenous 
levels. The number of levels and "umber of ele- 
ments may differ with each case (Saaty, 1982). 
The construction of the hierarchy began by estab- 
lishing a set of major criteria which were e~alu- 
ated in terms of the major objectives (Exhibit 2). 
Subsequent digression occured by developing fea- 
tures related to the major criteria. These were 
further subdivided into subfeatures which were 
directly analyzed in terms of six alternatives. 
Individual tests for consistency were performed for 
each matrix to assure that judgements were not made 
on a random basis. Overall consistency for the 
hierarchy was also computed to assure the quality 
of the gathered infornation. The results of the 
consistency tests for each matrix were satisfact- 
ory. The overall consistency was under the ten 
(10) percent and therefore met Saaty's requirements 
for internal validity. 
Data Collection 
A randomly chosen sample of 150 investors from New 
York City and Northern New Jersey were interviewed 
(Devassal, 1985). A questlonaire was administered 
to individual respondents who were asked to rate 
the Importance of the factors in Exhibit 2 in terms 
of the factors' contribution to their patronage of 
the specific type of investors. The geometric 
means for all these respondents were tabulated and 
rounded to the nearest integer due to the fact that 
the AHP model requires only a discrete scale from 
1 through 9 (Bahmani etal, 1985). The pairwise 
comparisons and consisteacy ratios were then per- 
formed on the matrices. 
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APPLICATION OF AHl' MODEL 
In this section of the paper, we will describe the 
actual application of the AHP model to the effic- 
ient investment selection process. The optimal 
selection for each individual will be obtained 
through a pairwise comparison of alternative in- 
vestments. 
The hierarchy which we developed contained four 
distinct levels. The first level represents the 
optimal selection or objective which makes it 
therefore the only factor of that level. In the 
second level, we identified the investors' char- 
acteristics. The first characteristic under this 
group is wealth which can be subdivided into four 
important factors. These factors include: income 
level, education, length of employment and inher- 
itance. Once these factors have been evaluated, 
a single level of wealth will result. The level 
will either fall under high, average or low wealth. 
When we refer to someone as having high wealth, we 
mea" that this particular individual owns more 
than the basic items such as a car and a house. 
This person might also O~IJ a business, a second 
home or other luxuries such as pieces of art or 
jewelry. A" average wealth individual is one who 
owns the basic necessities such as a car. a house 
and also may have additional money to invest for 
the future. A lov wealth individual is similar to 
the latter person but does not necessarily own 
both a car and house. This type of individual 
would prefer to invest his money in short-term 
rather than long-term securities. 
The next importat characteristic to consider is 
experience. This can also be subdivided into two 
levels; high or low. A high experienced individ- 
ual is one who has had a least three opportunit- 
ies in dealing with investments while a" individual 
with low experience has had less than three opport- 
unities. 
Another important characteristic is age. But this 
factor is only important when the wealth level is 
average and the experience level is high. For in- 
stance, if one has high wealth, this means he has a 
substantial amount of mcney to invest and is not 
burdened about saving money for the future. On the 
other hand, a low wealth individual has enough 
money to pay current expenses and therefore cannot 
invest in long-term securities. When combining 
these two categories, the individual's plan for the 
future depends upon his age level; either young or 
old. A young person is considered to be someone 
who is 25 years old or younger and a" old individ- 
ual is one who is above 25 years. 
The third level of the hierarchy represents the in- 
vestments' characteristics. These characteristics 
are used to distinnuish between one tvue of invest- 
ment from another. 
taxability, minimum 
and yield. Each is 
The final level of the hierarchy lists the invest- 
ment alternatives. They include: Money Market 
Fund, Government and Municipal Bond Fund, Balanced 
Fund, Corporate Bond Fund, Blue Chip Stock Fund and 
the Growth Stock Fund. These alternatives are the 
various sets of portfolios which represent the mar- 
ket. A summary of each is given in Table 2. 
The resulting hierarchy which encompasses all four 
of these levels in illustrated in Exhibit 2. 
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Exhibit 2. 
The first matrix indicates that a high wealth, high 
experience and aggressive individual weights yield 
as the most important investment characteristic, 
followed by liquidity, transaction cost, taxabil- 
ity and minimum requirement in their corresponding 
weight order. 
The high wealth, high experience and conservative 
individual weights liquidity as the most influen- 
tial characteristic with yield, transaction cost, 
taxability and minimum requirement following re- 
spectively. 
The third matrix concludes that average wealth, 
high experience, young and aggressive, has the 
highest vector priority for yield and is accompan- 
ied by transaction cost, minimum requirement, liq- 
uidity and taxability in that descending order. 
The fourth matrix recognizes the average wealth, 
high experience, old and conservative individual. 
This type of person weights liquidity as the most 
important factor. The remaining factors are rated 
in a descending order including: taxability, yield, 
minimum requirement and transaction cost. 
The fifth matrix the average wealth, low experience 
and conservative person looks for liquidity first 
when choosing an investment followed by yield, min- 
imum requirement, transaction cost and taxability. 
The sixth matrix identifies the last type of indiv- 
idual who is the low wealth, low experience and 
conservative person. The order in which he weights 
the characteristics as to importance begins with 
minimum requirement then liquidity, transaction 
cost, yield and taxability. 
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The second set of matrices (matrices 7-11) compare 
the investment alternatives to the investments' 
characteristics. The seventh matrix demonstrates 
that in terms of liquidity, the Money Market Fund 
and the Government and Municipal Bond Fund are con- 
sidered most liquid followed by the Dalanced and 
Corporate Bond Fund. The third most liquid is the 
Blue Chip Stock Fund and the last is the Growth 
Stock Fund. 
IWRIX 7. 
In the eighth matrix taxability is taken into con- 
sideration. The following are rated in the order 
of most tax free first. They are the Government 
and Municipal Bond Fund: Blue Chip Stock Fund and 
Growth Stock Fund; Balanced Fund, Money Market Fund 
and last the Corporate Bond Fund. 
The ninth matrix weights each fund in terms of 
their minimum requirement. The results showed that 
the Balanced Fund, Corporate Bond Fund, the Blue 
Chip Stock Fund and the Growth Stock Fund were 
rated equally as having the least dollar amount 
needed for a minimum requirement. The Government 
and Municipal Bond Fund came in second with the 
Money Market Fund in last place. 
Comparisons utilizing transaction costs are shown 
in the tenth matrix. The descending order for the 
investment alternatives begin with the Honey Market 
Fund and the Government and Municipal Bond Fund as 
the least followed by the Balanced Fund and Corpor- 
ate Bond Fund and finally the Blue Chip Stock Fund 
and the Growth Stock Fund. 
The final matrix, Matrix 11, describes the compar- 
ison between yield of the various investment alter- 
natives with each other. The order in which the 
yield goes from highest to lowest starts with the 
Growth Stock Fund, then comes the Corporate Bond 
Fund and Blue Chip Stock Fund, followed by the Bal- 
anced Fund and the Government and Municipal Bond 
Fund, and last, the Money Market Fund. 
The final results of this analysis which describe 
the type of individual and his corresponding in- 
vestment selection, are illustrated on Tables 3-S. 
There are two ways of interpreting these results. 
If an individual prefers to select one type of 
investment, then he would choose the fund with the 
highest vector priority. If an individual would 
like to establish an efficient portfolio. then he 
should invest the various percentages into each 
alternative. Since these alternatives add up to 
one, the market is exhaustive and the list of in- 
vestment alternatives provide an efficient market. 
The first type of individual (Table 3) is the high 
wealth, high experience and aggressive person. If 
he should prefer to invest in only one investment, 
his most favorable choice would be in the Growth 
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Stock Fund. If he chose to establish a portfolio 
then his best and most efficient selection would 
be to invest 20% in the Growth Stock Fund, 19.8% 
in the Government and Municipal Bond Fund, 16% in 
the Corporate Bond Fund, 15.8% in the Money Market 
Fund, 15.2% in the Blue Chip Stock Fund, and 13.2% 
in the Balanced Fund. 
The high wealth, high experience and conservative 
individual (Table 4) prefers the Government and 
Municipal Bond Fund. His portfolio would consist 
of 22.9% in the Government and Municipal Bond Fund, 
19.4% in the Money Market Fund, 15.5% in the Growth 
Stock Fund, 15.2% in the Corporate Bond Fund, 13.7% 
in the Balanced Fund and 13.3% in the Blue Chip 
Stock Fund. 
The next individual (Table 5), the average wealth, 
high experience, young and aggressive, prefers to 
invest his money in the Growth Stock Fund. If he 
established a portfolio, then 21% would be placed 
in the Growth Stock Fund, 18.6% in the Government 
and Municipal Bond Fund, 16.3% in the Corporate 
Bond Fund, 15.6% in the Blue Chip Stock Fund, 15.2% 
in the Money Market Fund and 13.3% in the Balanced 
Fund. 
The fourth person (Table 6). is the average wealth, 
high experience, old and conservative individual. 
He is looking for liquidity as the most important 
investment characteristic which is why he prefers 
the Government and Municipal Bond Fund as his first 
choice. His portfolio would consist of 24.8% in 
the Government and Municipal Bond Fund, 17% in the 
Money Market Fund, 15.6% in the Growth Stock Fund, 
14.8% in the Blue Chip Stock Fund, 14.2% in the 
Balanced Fund and 13.6% in the Corporate Bond Fund. 
The fifth type of individual (Table 7) is the aver- 
age wealth. low experience and conservative indiv- 
idual. He also prefers the Government and Munici- 
pal Bond Fund as his first choice. His portfolio 
includes: 20.6% in the Government and Municipal 
Bond Fund, 17.6% in the Money Market Fund, 16.5% 
in the Growth Stock Fund, 16.4% in the Corporate 
Bond Fund, 14.7% in the Balanced Fund and lL.3% in 
the Blue Chip Stock Fund. 
The last individual (Table 8) is that of the low 
wealth, low experience and conservative individual. 
His first choice is also the Government and Munici- 
pal Bond Fund with a corresponding weight of 20%. 
The remaining weights included in his portfolio are 
16.6% in the Corporate Bond Fund, 16.3% in the 
Money Market Fund, 16.2% in the Balanced Fund, 
15.6% in the Growth Stock Fund and finally, 15.2% 
in the Blue Chip Stock Fund. 
Subsequently, as one can see, the overall consis- 
tency indexes are below ten percent which shows 
that the priority settings were consistent. (Bahmani 
etal, 1984) We should also mention that the weights 
or priority vectors are not extremely different from 
one another which usually occurs when the compari- 
sons are difficult to distinguish between the char- 
acteristics. The extreme values of the rating scale 
are rarely used. 
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In conclusion, the AHP model is an excellent tool 
to use when solving complex problems which occur in 
our environment. An example of one such problem, 
the investment selection process, was demonstrated 
in this paper. This microscopic analysis of a lim- 
ited geographic region of investors can be utilized 
for valid managerial, financial and marketing func- 
tions, however, the enlargement of the data base is 
required in order to make broader theoretical state- 
ments. The findings mentioned in this paper, how- 
ever, seem to parallel the literature in the field 
of portfolio analysis. 
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